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Closer and brighter, even after dark thanks to the Vulture HD 15x56 binoculars. A series of Vulture HD binoculars,
equipped with a 56 mm lens, provides an amazing transmission of light and incredible quality in difficult lighting
conditions - it is very important about the light, ie at sunrise or sunset, when game is the most active. Roof prism system,
fully multi-layered optics and patented XR coating, provide an extremely sharp image with the right brightness. Using the
ArmorTek coating on all external optical surfaces ensures high resistance to scratches and damage. Characteristics â€¢
HD glasses provide high resolution and low level of chromatic aberration â€¢ dielectric prism coatings that increase image
quality and transmission â€¢ anti-reflective XR lens layer â€¢ bright lens with a diameter of 56 mm â€¢ filling with Argon
(noble gas) â€¢ rubber housing â€¢ reinforced housing Technical parameters â€¢ magnification: 15x â€¢ Lens diameter: 56
mm â€¢ Twilight efficiency: 28.9 â€¢ weight: 1236 g â€¢ height x width: 19.3 x 14.7 cm â€¢ minimum focusing distance: 4.5 m
â€¢ 4.3 ° angular field of view â€¢ linear field of view: 75 m / 1000 m â€¢ offset of the exit dust: 15 mm â€¢ eyecups: extendab
â€¢ eyeglass distance: 59-74 mm â€¢ water resistance: yes â€¢ gas filling: yes, argon â€¢ lens coatings: XR FMC + phase
covering of prisms â€¢ possibility of connection to a tripod: yes (tripod adapter required) â€¢ lifetime VIP guarantee: yes
Warranty Lifetime warranty: if anything happens to your binoculars, Vortex will repair or replace it with a new one. * The
warranty does not cover the loss, theft or intentional destruction of the binoculars. Elements of the set â€¢ binoculars â€¢
carrying case â€¢ neck strap â€¢ optics cleaning cloth â€¢ documentation
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